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announce (speaking-d/report) 149,
152, 276
annoy (annoying) 164–6, 243, 279–81,
360, 454
annoyance 327, 342
annoying verb type 102, 164–9, 236,
308, 311, 482
and tense 212, 228
complement clauses 164–6, 239–40,
279–82
nominalisations 327–8, 338, 350
passive 360
promotion to subject 454–7
another 464
Anschutz, A. 352
answer (speaking-f/tell) 83, 156
-ant suYx 335–6, 339
antonym 6
anxious (about) (human propensity/
happy) 85, 281, 415
anxiously 415
any 438–41, 444
anybody 438
anyone 445
anything 440, 444
anywhere 438
Apollonius Dyscolus 3, 18
apologise (speaking-h/forgive) 159,
323, 342
apology 323, 342
appeal (social contract) 335
appear (attention and seem) 101, 138,
203–4, 237, 269, 342
appearance 342, 350, 352
appellant 335, 349
applaud (speaking-h/forgive) 159, 350
applicant 349
apply for (social contract) 129–30
appoint (social contract and
deciding-b/choose) 129, 144–5,
308
appointee 330
appointment 349–50
approach (motion-b/arrive) 104–5,
332–3, 354
appropriate (qualification/
correct) 84
appropriately 419–25
approve of (liking) 160–2, 290–3
-ar suYx 337, 339
Arbiter role 202–6
archaeologically 403–4
architecturally 403–4, 419
-ard suYx 336, 340
argue (thinking-f/conclude and
speaking-a/talk) 66, 140, 148,
236, 274, 482
argument 341, 350, 482
argument, syntactic 27–9
arrange (rest-c/put and
happening) 106, 169, 328
arrangement 323, 328–9, 341, 348, 350
arranger 348, 350
INDEX 505
arrest (social contract) 129
arrival 326, 343, 348
arrive (motion-b/arrive) 67, 105, 286,
326, 460, 477
arrive subtype of motion 104–6, 309,
477
-art suYx 336, 340
articles 8–9, 17, 26
as if 204–5
as usual 406, 409, 430
ashamed (of ) (human propensity/
happy) 85, 167
ask (speaking-f/tell and -g/order) 83,
155–8, 239–43, 277, 444
asleep (human propensity/
corporeal) 86
aspect 24–6, 209–29
assassinate (corporeal) 127
assassination 341
assert (speaking-d/report) 152
assertion 350
assignee 343
assist (helping) 201–2, 251, 342
assistance 342, 352
assistant 335–6, 352
assume (thinking-b/assume) 73,
139–44
complement clauses 73, 142–4, 174,
239, 242, 254
nominalisation 331, 340
assume subtype of thinking 139–44,
273
assumption 331–2, 340–1, 350, 461
astonish (annoying) 360
at all events 68, 390
-ation suYx 340–1, 383
atrocious (value) 84
atrociously 414, 417, 423
attack (competition) 128, 345
attacker 345
attempt (trying) 98, 183–6, 260, 263,
308, 325, 351, 482
attend (rest-b/stay) 104–5, 342
attend to (happening) 169
attendance 342, 348
attendee 343
attention verb type 10–11, 104, 124,
127, 131–9, 226, 302, 308, 453–6,
461
adverbs 31, 134
complement clauses 135–8, 253,
270–2
give a/have a/take a 480–1
in parentheticals 236
intransitive use 205
nominalisations 325, 349–50
omission of complementiser to 76,
252
attract (annoying) 164
attractively 376–8
Australian English 153, 461
auxiliary verbs 17, 23, 58–9, 209, 432
avoid (postponing) 195, 228, 342
avoidance 342
awfully 400, 414–17, 420–8
back up 347
back-shifting 37, 174–5, 223–5
bad (value) 84, 90, 139, 379, 415, 425
badly 379, 382, 386, 394, 414–17, 423,
425, 449
bake (affect-g/build) 117–18, 460,
479
baker 336
balance (comparing) 170
barely 443
Barker, E. J. W. 374
base form, see verb
bash (affect-b/hit) 112–13
basic linguistic theory 4, 18
basically 403–5
be 22, 294
as clitic 17
copula 27–9, 109, 136, 199
506 INDEX
imperfective aspect 23–4, 51, 73–4,
136, 199, 215, 307
in modals and semi-modals 172–4
omission of 53–4, 199–200
passive 24, 61, 199, 353, 357, 388–9
be able to (semi-modal) 72–3, 173–6,
224, 260
be about to (semi-modal) 173–6, 260
be born (corporeal) 125
be bound to (semi-modal) 173–6, 260
be due to (relating) 171, 227
be going to (semi-modal) 72–3, 173–6,
206, 260
be made up of (comparing) 170
be possessed by 363
be to (modal) 173–6, 191–2, 206, 225,
261
beach (rest-c/put) 106–7, 332
bear (motion-e/carry) 108, 330–1, 343
bearer 336
beat (competition) 128
beat up (corporeal) 127
beautiful (physical property/
corporeal) 84
beautifully 414, 417, 419, 453
because 68
become 27–9
before 67–8
beg (speaking-f/tell and
-g/order) 155–8, 277
beggar 333
begin (beginning) 7, 99, 177–9, 190,
206, 232, 456
causative use 309, 314
complement clauses 180–2, 262
double -ing 72
passive 365–7
begin on 182–3
beginner 351
beginning verb type 74, 98, 177–83,
200, 232, 261–3, 325, 365–6, 456
behave (acting) 169, 343
behaviour 343, 350
behind 411
belief 343, 350
believe (thinking-h/believe) 140–4,
227, 236, 263, 343, 363, 453, 481
complement clauses 13–15, 141–2,
239, 251–4, 273–4, 285
omission of to be 253–4
believe subtype of thinking 140–4,
244, 273
belittlement 341
belong to (giving/own) 124, 226, 362
belt (affect-b/hit) 112–13, 478
bend (affect-f/stretch) 60, 116, 118,
310
bequeath (giving) 120–1, 343
bequest 343
best 425, 452
better 425, 453
bewilder (annoying) 164
bewilderment 341
big (dimension) 84, 91
Binnick, R. J. 206
bite (corporeal) 125–6, 307, 329, 339,
460, 467, 474, 480
affect use 82
inserting a preposition 287, 298–9
bitter (physical property) 381
bitterly 381, 416
black (colour) 84, 414
blackly 414
blame (speaking-h/forgive) 158, 461
bleed (corporeal) 60, 125–6, 309, 312,
452
blink (corporeal) 125–6
blow—down (affect-h/break) 288
blow—up (affect-h/break) 118–19
boast (about/of ) (speaking-d/report)
149, 152, 154, 276, 350, 369
Bolinger, D. L. 18, 77, 136, 206,
251, 256, 285, 315, 353–4,
373–4, 445
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bore (annoying) 164, 169
Borkin, A. 77, 285
borrow (giving) 123, 288, 301–3, 339,
467–8, 479
bother (annoying) 164, 169
bounce (motion-a/run) 103
brag (about/of ) (speaking-d/
report) 152, 154, 369
braggart 336, 350
break (affect-h/break) 67, 118–19,
164, 310–12, 349, 460, 479
break out (beginning) 179
break subtype of affect 118–19,
309–10, 452
Breaking role 118–19
breathe (corporeal) 67, 125, 480
Bresnan, J. W. 285
bribe (giving) 120–2, 330, 453, 457
bring (motion-c/take) 106–7, 294, 302
bring—about (happening) 169, 296
bring—down 293
bring—to (corporeal) 126
broadly 381–2
brood (on/over) (thinking-c/
ponder) 140–2, 273
brooder 350
Brown, K. 206
brush (affect-d/rub) 114–15, 453, 478
build (affect-g/build) 117–18, 177,
330–1, 373
build subtype of affect 117–18
bump (affect-b/hit) 112, 471
bumper 336
burden 330–2, 343, 348
burn (affect-f/stretch) 116–18,
310–12
burp (corporeal) 125
bursar 333
burst (affect-h/break) 118–19, 287,
310–12
busy (at/with) (human propensity/
busy) 85, 90
busy subtype of human propensity 85,
90, 283
but 67
butter (affect-e/wrap) 115, 349
buy (giving) 123, 301–2
calculate (comparing) 346–7
calculation 347
calculator 346
call (speaking-c/shout) 149–52
can (modal) 71–3, 172–6, 206, 225, 260
cane (affect-b/hit) 112
capsize (motion-g/drop) 109, 226
capture (rest-e/hold) 108
care about (liking) 160, 162, 280
careful about (human propensity/
unsure) 51, 85, 92, 424
carefully 393, 413–14, 417–18, 424, 428,
437–8
carry (motion-e/carry) 108, 294, 303,
308, 348, 452
give a/have a 460–1, 465, 470–2, 477
carry subtype of motion 108, 477
cart (motion-e/carry) 108, 339, 348,
463
cases 8–10, 18, 20
catch (rest-e/hold) 108, 452, 477
catcher 348
Cattell, N. R. 483
causative constructions
periphrastic 59–61, 168, 196–201,
311–15
simple 59–61, 64, 103–4, 119, 128–9,
150, 181–2, 187, 311–15, 452, 477
cause (making) 197, 251–2, 268, 278,
312
Causer role
in causative construction 181–2,
311–15
with making 100, 196–201, 278, 288
with motion and rest 103–10
with show 132
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caution (speaking-g/order) 157
CC (copula complement function) 12,
18, 27–9, 394, 402
cease (beginning) 177–83, 262, 366
certain (qualification/likely and
human propensity/unsure) 84–5,
88–90, 237, 240, 281, 414
certainly 394–5, 403–4, 414
cessation 351
challenge 187
chance 463
change (happening) 170, 350
Chappell, H. M. 374
chat (speaking-a/talk) 66, 148, 275,
286–7, 339, 350, 462, 481
cheap (physical property) 84
check (attention-f/look and
making) 133, 197, 200, 258, 271
cheer (speaking-h/forgive) 159,
339
chew (corporeal) 125, 299, 453, 480
chieXy 398, 402
chip (affect-h/break) 118–19, 310,
479
choice 331, 343
choose (deciding-b/choose) 144–6,
236, 290–3, 302, 343, 454
complement clauses 144–6, 249, 274,
368
omission of object 306–8
choose subtype of deciding 144–6
chop (affect-c/stab) 113, 177
chopper about 345
chuck (motion-f/throw) 108–9
civilise (social contract) 129
claim (speaking-d/report) 152, 263,
276, 461
claimant 335, 350
class (comparing) 170
clause
main 6, 27–9
subordinate 6, 67–71
see also complement clauses; relative
clauses
clean (physical property) 84, 90, 177,
452
cleaner upper 346
cleaning up 348
clear (physical property) 383, 400
clear out 345
clearly 383, 400–1
clefting 407, 411
clever (at) (human propensity/
clever) 85, 91–2, 383, 400, 415,
422
clever subtype of human
propensity 85, 89, 101, 139, 203,
282–3
cleverly 383, 387–8, 400, 415, 419–25,
428, 431, 438
climb (motion-a/run) 103–4, 300–4,
372, 464, 476
clitics 16–18, 432–3
close (rest-f/open) 104, 310, 348, 478
closer 337, 348
clothe (affect-e/wrap) 115, 479
clutch (rest-e/hold) 108
coat (affect-e/wrap) 115, 466
Coates, J. 174–5, 206
Cogitator role 139–43, 288
cognate object 124–7, 141, 305–6,
329–31, 361
coil (affect-f/stretch) 116, 312
coldly 381, 416
collaborate (with) (helping) 202
collaboration 352
collaborator 352
collapse (affect-h/breaking) 118
collide (with) 65
colour adjective type 84–6, 90–1, 313,
381–2, 385, 414–16, 422
come (motion-b/arrive) 29, 55, 104–6,
177
come about 203
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come by (giving/own) 123, 293
come in (motion-b/arrive) 104
come round to 295
come to (corporeal) 125–6, 293
comfort (corporeal) 126
command (speaking-g/order) 86,
157
commence (beginning) 177–83, 262,
366
commencement 341, 351
comment on (speaking-d/report) 152,
276, 461
commit (happening) 169
common (qualification/usual) 84, 86,
92
commonly 403–4
communicate (speaking-a/talk) 148
communicator 350
comparatives 26, 91–3, 423–5
compare (comparing) 170, 454–5
comparing verb type 90, 170–1, 227,
283, 328, 350, 454, 461, 482
comparison 461
compete (with) (competition) 66, 128,
340
competition 340, 349
competition verb type 124, 128–9, 301,
309, 349, 453, 480
competitor 333
Competitor role 128
complain (about/of ) (speaking-d/
report) 51, 152, 154, 235, 276, 343
complaint 343, 461
complement clauses 7, 14, 18, 36–53,
86–91, 224, 230–85
from ing
meaning 257–9
syntax 49–53, 369
with making 197, 200–1, 268–9
with order 158
ing
as passive subject 367
diVers from -ing
nominalisation 43–5, 323–4
double -ing 72, 77, 258
meaning 240–2, 255, 258–9
syntax 38, 43–5, 50–3, 74–5
with acting 169, 284
with Adjectives 86–91, 281–3
with annoying 164–5, 279–81
with attention 136–8, 270–2
with beginning 74, 181–2, 261–3
with comparing 170, 455
with deciding 144–6, 274–5
with happening 169–70, 284
with helping 202
with hurrying 186, 263–4
with liking 160–3, 279–81
with phrasal verbs 295
with postponing 195, 267–8
with relating 171, 283–4
with seem 203–5, 269
with speaking 147–58, 275–9
with thinking 142–4, 272–4
with trying 74, 183–4, 267
with wanting 191
Judgement to
meaning 242–7, 253–4, 258–9
syntax 38–40, 45, 48–53
with attention 136–8, 270–2
with seem 203–5, 269
with speaking 152–3, 276
with thinking 142–4, 272–4
Modal (for) to
as passive subject 368–9
meaning 242–55, 258–9
syntax 38–9, 45–8, 50–3, 70, 72,
75, 450–1
with Adjectives 86–90, 281–3,
450–1
with annoying 164–5, 168, 279–81
with attention 135–8, 270–2
with beginning 74, 182, 261–3
with daring 187, 264
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with deciding 144–5, 274–5
with helping 201–2, 268–9
with hurrying 186, 263–4
with liking 160–3, 279–81
with making 59–60, 197–200,
268–9
with phrasal verbs 295
with seem 203, 269
with semi-modals 260–1
with speaking 153, 157–8, 277–8
with thinking 143–4, 272–4
with trying 74, 183–4, 267
with wanting 189–95, 264–7
that
and parentheticals 233–8
as copula complement 28
as passive subject 367–9
meaning 238–47, 258–9
syntax 13–15, 37–43, 47, 50–3, 70
with Adjectives 86–90, 281–3
with annoying 164–5, 168, 279–81
with attention 135, 138, 270–2
with deciding 144–5, 274–5
with happening 169–70
with liking 160–3, 279–81
with making 197, 201, 268–9
with matter 205–6, 270
with phrasal verbs 295–6
with relating 171, 283–4
with seem 205–6, 269
with speaking 147–57, 275–9
with thinking 142–4, 272–4
with wanting 189–95, 264–7
wh-
as passive subject 367
meaning 238–40, 258–9
syntax 38–43, 47, 50–3, 59
with Adjectives 89, 281–3
with attention 135, 138, 270–2
with deciding 144–5, 274–5
with matter 205–6, 270
with relating 171, 283–4
with speaking 147–58, 275–9
with thinking 142–4, 272–4
wh- to
meaning 255–7
syntax 39, 49–53
with deciding 144–5, 274–5
with speaking 275–9
with thinking 142–4, 272–4
see also extraposition; omission of for
complementiser, from,
preposition before
complementiser, should, subject
NP, that complementiser,
to, to be
complete (beginning) 177–83, 262, 366
completion 351
complex negators 443–4
compliment (speaking-h/forgive) 159,
461
compress (affect-f/stretch) 116
comprise (comparing) 170–1, 362
concern (annoying) 164, 169, 327
conclude (thinking-f/conclude) 140,
144, 147, 227, 236, 274
conclude subtype of thinking 140–4,
273–4
concrete noun type 9, 82–6, 97, 102,
134, 141, 179
confess (to) (speaking-d/report) 152,
154, 276, 291–2, 369, 461
confession 461
confuse (annoying) 164, 169, 281, 340
confusion 169, 340
congratulate (speaking-h/forgive) 83,
159
conjunctions 6–7, 17, 67–70
conquer (competition) 128
consider (thinking-a/think) 139–44,
227, 245, 253, 341, 481
consideration 341, 350
consist of/in (comparing) 170, 293
consistent with (similarity) 85
INDEX 511
consolation 341
console (corporeal) 126, 341
constituent, heavy 71
constituent negation 436–40
consume (corporeal) 465
contain (rest-d/contain) 108, 226, 362
contain subtype of rest 108, 116, 226,
477
contemplate (thinking-c/ponder) 140,
483
contestant 335
continuation 341, 351
continue (with) (beginning) 74, 177–83,
186, 261–2, 366
contribute (giving) 120–2
contribution 349
conversation 340
converse (speaking-a/talk) 65, 148,
325, 340
conversion 325, 340
convert (social contract) 129, 323,
331, 338, 340, 349
cook (affect-g/build) 117–18, 177–8,
190, 336, 453
cool (down) (physical property and
affect-f/stretch) 84, 116, 310
coolant 335
coolly 381, 416
cooperate (with) (helping) 202
cooperation 352
copula clauses 12, 27–9, 86, 229, 386,
394, 423, 432
also see be
copula complement 12, 18, 27–9, 394,
402
copula subject 12, 18, 27–9
copy (acting) 169, 177, 284
core, see syntactic relations
corporeal subtype of physical
property adjective type 84
corporeal verb type 10, 82, 124–7,
139–41, 303, 306–9, 361, 453
have a/give a 480
inserting preposition 299
nominalisation of 330, 349
omittable after beginning 178
S ¼ O verbs 309, 452
used as nouns 58
correct (qualification/correct) 84,
234, 237–8, 383, 414
correct subtype of qualification 84,
88, 203, 382, 419–21
correctly 383, 414, 419–21, 431, 434
correspond (with) (comparing) 65
cost (comparing) 170, 362
cough (corporeal) 125, 330, 339, 466,
470, 473, 480
could (modal) 172–6, 206, 225
count
(comparing) 170, 365–6
(matter) 206, 270
Course role 144–6, 454–5
cover (affect-e/wrap) 115, 349, 479
cowardly 381
crack (affect-h/break) 118–19
cracker 348
crash (affect-h/break) 118, 310,
479
crave (wanting) 188–95, 247, 266–7,
351
crawl (motion-a/run) 103, 300, 476
crimson (colour) 6, 84
criticise (speaking-h/forgive) 323–4
cross (motion-b/arrive) 104–5, 460,
477
crouch (rest-a/sit) 103–4, 476
crucial (value) 84
cruel (at) (human propensity/
clever) 85
crush (affect-h/break) 118–19, 129,
310
cry (corporeal and speaking-c/
shout) 67, 125–6, 151, 309, 461,
470–4, 480
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CS (copula subject function) 12, 18,
27–9
cuddle (corporeal) 65, 127
cure (corporeal) 126, 349
curious (about) (value and human
propensity/unsure) 84–5, 89–90,
240, 282, 384
curiously 384
curl (affect-f/stretch) 116, 310–12
curler 336
Curme, G. O. 77, 483
curse (speaking-h/forgive) 158
cut (affect-c/stab) 113, 164, 294, 299,
302, 313–14, 349, 374, 446–9, 452
cut in on 347
daily 407
damage (affect-h/break) 118–19
Dampier, William 453
dance (motion-a/run) 103, 461
dancer 334
dare (modal and daring) 176–7,
187–8, 261, 264, 351
daring verb type 98, 187–8, 264, 325
darkly 86, 381, 414–16
Davison, A. 374
dawdle (over) (hurrying) 186–7, 264
dawdler 351
dead (physical property/
corporeal) 85–8, 92, 113
deal with (obeying) 130, 295
Deane, P. 352
deceive (annoying) 164
decide (on) (deciding-a/
resolve) 14–15, 18, 51, 143–7,
236, 290–7, 308, 393
complement clauses 144–6, 238,
243–4, 249–50, 256, 274–5,
366–8
decider 310
deciding verb type 143–6, 159, 188,
226, 308, 454–5, 461, 481
complement clauses 144–6, 274–5,
368
nominalisations 350
decision 83, 341, 350, 461
Decision-maker role 144–6, 274
declaration 328, 341, 350, 481
declare (speaking-d/report) 152–3,
244–5, 253–4, 276, 328, 341
Declerck, R. 77, 445
deep (dimension) 84, 313, 383
deeply 382–3, 414–15
defend (competition) 128, 335
defendant 335
defender 335
defer (postponing) 195, 228
deferral 343, 351
deWnite (qualification/definite) 84,
88, 139, 203, 237, 282, 383
definite subtype of qualification 84,
88, 332
deWnitely 383, 391, 403, 426, 442
delay (postponing) 195, 228, 267–8,
351
deliberate (volition) 84
deliberately 377, 381, 403–4, 424,
429–31, 442
delight (annoying) 83, 164–9, 281, 308,
311, 327, 339, 360
deliver (giving) 120
delivery 342, 349
demand (speaking-f/tell and
wanting) 156, 188–95, 266
demonstrate (attention-b/show,
thinking-f/conclude, and
relating) 132, 140, 171, 284
demonstration 350
demonstratives 26
demonstrator 334, 349
deny (speaking-d/report) 441
depart (motion-b/arrive)
104–5
departure 343
INDEX 513
depend (on) (relating) 171, 284, 328,
342, 362
dependence 328, 342, 350
depress (annoying) 164, 328
depression 328
derivations 5, 56–8, 77, 85
adjectives from nouns 5, 56, 85
adjectives from verbs 56, 85
adverbs from adjectives 379–85
clause derivations 58–67
nouns from adjectives 82–3
nouns from verbs 5–6, 23, 43–4,
56–8, 82–3, 246, 338–43, 383–4,
462–3
verbs from adjectives 5, 56, 168–9
verbs from nouns 56–8, 113
describe (speaking-b/discuss) 83,
149–51, 241, 275, 308, 341
description 341
desert (rest-c/put) 106–7, 340
deserter 334
desertion 340, 348
deserve (wanting) 188–95, 266
desire (wanting) 85, 188–95, 236, 247,
249, 266, 351
destroy (affect-h/break) 118–19
destroyer 348
determine (on) (deciding-a/
resolve) 144–5, 274
determiner 17, 26
devise (thinking-g/solve, and
happening) 140, 170
die (corporeal) 67, 124–5, 190, 287,
480
diVer from (comparing) 65–6, 170–1,
227, 283, 328, 342
diVerence 328, 342
diVerent ( from) (similarity) 65, 85,
170, 283, 384
diVerently 384, 394, 421
diYcult (difficulty) 84, 92, 139
diYculty 416, 449–50
difficulty adjective type 84–7, 90,
229, 282–3, 382, 414–17, 449–52
with Secondary-D verbs 101, 139,
203
dig (affect-c/stab) 113
digest (corporeal) 453
digger 336
Dik, S. 445
dimension adjective type 84–6, 90–1,
313, 381–2, 385, 414–16
dine (on) (corporeal) 124–5
diner 337, 349
Dionysius Thrax 3
direct speech 36–7, 146–59, 233
dirty (physical property) 90
dis- preWx 263
disagree (with) 66, 263
disappear (attention) 138
disappoint (annoying) 164
discontinue (beginning) 177–83, 262–3,
366
discourage (speaking-g/order) 149,
157–8, 200, 257, 263, 278
discover (attention-d/
discover) 133–8, 236, 242, 272,
306, 347, 481
discover subtype of attention 133–8,
272, 320, 456
discoverer 349
discovery 320–1, 331, 342, 347, 350
discuss (speaking-b/discuss) 66,
146–51, 232, 239, 275
discuss subtype of speaking 147–51,
275, 279, 340
discussant 335, 350
discussion 340, 462
disgust (annoying) 164, 281, 327
dislike (liking) 160, 162, 263, 293, 322,
327–8
dismay (annoying) 164
dismiss (social contract) 129
dismissal 343, 349
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disregard (attention) 137
dissolve (affect-f/stretch) 116,
310–12
dissuade (speaking-g/order) 149, 157,
200, 257–8, 263, 278, 441
distinction 341
distinguish (between) (comparing) 170
distract (annoying) 164
distraction 350
dive (motion-a/run) 103–4, 461, 476
diver 334
do 294
auxiliary verb 24–5, 58–9, 174, 176,
392, 432–3, 450
(happening) 170
do a construction 461
do away with 370
do in 345
doctor (corporeal) 127
donate (giving) 120, 444
donation 341
donor 349
Donor role 10–11, 93–4, 119–24, 154,
288
don’t care about (liking) 160, 162,
280
don’t mind about (liking) 160, 163
double negation 436
doubt (thinking-h/believing) 140–4,
236, 239, 273, 441
doubtfully 403–5
down 411
downhill 411
downstairs 411, 426
downwards 411
drag (motion-f/throw) 108
drastically 405, 417
draw (motion-f/throw and affect-g/
build) 108, 118, 478
dread (liking and wanting) 160, 163,
188–95, 266, 327, 351, 463, 482
dreadfully 400, 414–15
dream (of/about) (corporeal and
thinking-c/ponder) 124–6,
140–2, 236, 307, 329, 350
dreamer 350
dress (affect-e/wrap) 64, 115
drink (corporeal) 125, 177, 307, 330,
349, 370, 374, 453, 465, 480
drinker 334
drive
(making) 197
(motion-a/run) 104, 308
drop (motion-g/drop) 109–10, 310–12,
460, 478
drop subtype of motion 109–10, 226,
309–10, 452, 478
drown (corporeal) 125, 340, 452
drunkard 336, 349
dry (physical property) 91
dryly 86, 381, 414–16
dual transitivity 305–15
duchess 335
DuZey, P. 285
dullard 336
dump (rest-c/put) 106, 348
Dyirbal 83, 95
E (extension to core, syntactic
relation) 12
each other 66–7
eager ( for) (human propensity/
eager) 85, 89, 282, 415, 441
eager subtype of human
propensity 85, 89, 282
eagerly 415, 419–20
early 424
ease (corporeal) 126
easily 377, 383, 414–17, 423, 427–8,
435, 446–56
easy (difficulty) 84, 87, 283, 383, 415,
464
eat (corporeal) 124–5, 286, 307, 371,
374, 453, 480
INDEX 515
eater 336
eater upper 346
eavesdrop (on) (attention-f/look) 133
economically 403–5
-ee suYx 343
either 437–8
elect (deciding-b/choose) 144–5
election 350
embarrass (annoying) 164, 454
embarrassment 341
embrace (corporeal) 127
employ (social contract and
using) 71, 129, 320
employee 310–11, 343, 349
employer 320–1, 330, 349
employment 349
-en suYx
participle 22–3, 61
verbaliser 86, 90, 313
encampment 332, 341
-ence suYx 332, 341
encircle (rest-d/contain) 108
enclose (rest-d/contain) 108, 226, 332
enclosure 332, 343
encourage (speaking-g/order) 157, 263
endorsement 341
England, N. 4, 18
enjoy (liking) 160, 162, 280–1, 363
enjoyment 327, 341
enough 401
enquire (speaking-f/tell) 156, 239
enquirer 334
enquiry 342, 461
ensure (making) 197, 201, 237, 268–9,
367
-ent suYx 325–6, 339
enter (motion-b/arrive) 104–5, 332–3,
342
entertain (annoying) 164, 281
entertainer 350
entertainment 341
entrance 332–3, 336, 342
entry 323, 327, 342
envy (liking) 163–4, 339
equal (comparing) 170, 363
equal to/with (similarity) 85
-er suYx
agentive/instrumental 6, 333–9
comparative 91–3, 424
Erades, P. A. 175, 251, 458
ergative 447, 458
erupt (affect-h/break) 118–19
escape (motion-b/arrive) 104–5, 345
escapee 343
escaper 345
especially 414–15, 423
-ess suYx 334
-est suYx 93, 425
established aspect (in future) 25,
211–15, 226–7
Evans, N. D. 4, 18
even 378, 396–8, 401–3, 426–8, 431
even though 68
eventually 406, 409
exactly 397, 400–1, 413–14
examination 347
examine (attention-f/look) 133–5,
271, 347
exchange (giving) 66, 122–3
excite (annoying) 164, 454
excitement 341
excuse (speaking-h/forgive) 159
execute (obeying) 130
executor 349
exhaust (annoying) 164, 281
exhaustion 327
exit (motion-b/arrive) 104–5, 333, 339
expect (wanting) 188–96, 236, 243,
250, 266, 285, 365, 367
expectation 351
experience (happening) 84, 170, 284,
466
Experiencer role 160–9, 279–82, 288,
360, 363, 455
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experiencer 350
expertly 377, 417
explain (speaking-d/report) 152, 190,
236, 276, 341
explanation 341, 481
explode (affect-h/break) 118–19, 310
explore (attention-f/look) 133–5, 271,
456
explorer 336
extend (affect-f/stretch) 116, 310–12,
328
extension 328, 340–1, 349
extraordinary (qualification/
usual) 92
extraposition 71
of complement clause from subject
slot 15, 47–8, 52, 71–2, 87, 165,
203, 205, 248, 367
of restricted relative clause 34–5, 71
with liking and annoying
verbs 161–2, 165
with phrasal verb 296
extremely 422
F sentential adverb position 386–9,
392–3
fail (trying) 183–6, 260, 263, 367
failure 343, 351
faint (corporeal) 125
fairly 414–15, 423
fake (value) 92
fall (motion-g/drop) 109–10, 226, 305,
467, 478
fall for (liking) 160, 280, 295
fall out with 345
fallable outable with 345
familiar (with) (human propensity/
fond) 82
famous ( for) (human propensity/
fond) 92
far 422
fart (corporeal) 124–5, 480
fast (speed) 84, 419–21, 424, 429
favour (liking) 160, 162, 327, 330, 343
favourably 454–5
favourite 330, 343, 350
fear (liking) 160, 163, 236, 327, 338
feed (giving) 120–2, 330, 343
feeder 336, 349
feel (corporeal, attention,
thinking-e/know, and seem) 29,
112, 125–7, 132–40, 203–5, 352
feeler 337
fetch (motion-c/take) 63, 106–7, 308
Wddle with (using) 129
Wght (competition) 66, 128, 349, 362,
374
Wgure—out 346–7
Fijian 286, 315
Wll (rest-c /put) 106, 449
Wller inner 346
Wller outer 346
Fillmore, C. J. 18
Wnd (attention-d/discover) 124,
133–8, 253–4
Wnd—out 347
Wnish (beginning) 99, 177–83, 190, 262,
314, 351, 366
Wnisher 351
Wre (social contract) 129, 357–9
Wt (comparing) 170, 362
Wxer upper 346
Xing (motion-f/throw) 108
Xoat (rest-a/sit) 103, 290, 309, 476
Xy (motion-a/run) 103–4, 309
fold (affect-f/stretch) 116
Foley, W. A. 4, 18, 130
follow (motion-d/follow) 103, 107,
286, 304, 307, 477
follow subset of motion 107–8, 477
fond (of ) (human propensity/
fond) 85, 89, 160, 281
fond subtype of human propensity 85,
89
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food 330, 343
for 14, 28
see also omission
for, see complement clauses
forbid (speaking-g/order) 149, 157–8,
200, 257, 278, 441
force (making) 100, 196–200, 308,
312–13, 364, 367
complement clauses 197–200, 242–3,
250–2, 257, 268, 278, 285
forge (affect-g/build) 118
forget (thinking-d/remember) 140–4,
235–6, 273, 308, 441
forgetfully 403–5
forgive (speaking-h/forgive) 149,
153–9
forgive subtype of speaking 147, 149,
158–9, 279
form (affect-g/build) 117–18
formal theories 4, 18
frame (affect-e/wrap) 115–16
framer 336
frank (in/about) (human propensity/
honest) 85, 89
frankly 389, 419–20
Fraser, B. 315
Freed, A. F. 180, 206
freeze (affect-f/stretch) 116, 310
freezer 337, 348
French 50, 321, 343, 400
see also Romance forms
fresh (physical property) 84
friendly 381
frighten (annoying) 164–9, 313,
482
from, see complement clauses
fry (affect-g/build) 117–18,
330–1
fuck (corporeal) 65–6, 127, 430
fully 397, 400, 414, 423
-fully suYx 403, 406, 422
future tense 25, 211–15, 226–9
gain (giving/own) 123–4
gallop (motion-a/run) 103
gapping 70
gather (rest-e/hold) 108, 346
gatherer 346
gender 8, 21
generally 406, 409
generic tense 25, 211–12, 450
generous (at) (human propensity/
clever) 85, 384
generously 384, 387, 419
geographically 403–4, 431
geologically 403–4
German 321–2, 333–4, 341–7
get
copula use 29
(giving/own) 123–4, 189, 198, 294,
466
(making) 197–200, 251, 312–13,
357–8, 364
passive use 353, 359–60, 364, 367
range of senses 357–8
get away 345
get by 345
get in 346
get to (semi-modal) 173–6, 260
gift 321, 331, 338, 343
Gift role 10–11, 93–4, 119–24, 149, 154,
188, 301–3, 453
give
(giving) 93–4, 120–3, 294, 301–3,
308, 343, 361, 371–2, 444,
468
‘permissive’ construction 466
give a verb construction 66–7, 339,
459–83
give birth to (corporeal) 127
give—out (speaking-d/report) 152,
296
giving verb type 10–11, 81, 93–5,
119–24, 294, 301–3, 307–8, 453, 474
Givo´n, T. 358, 374
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glad (about) (human propensity/
happy) 85–6
glare at (attention-f/look) 133
go (motion-b/arrive) 29, 55, 104–6,
177, 477
go in for 293
go on (with) (beginning) 177–83, 262
go out (motion-b/arrive) 104
go over 347
golden (colour) 84
good (value) 84, 87, 90, 138, 282, 383,
414, 419
gossip (speaking-a/talk) 66, 148
govern (social contract) 129, 453
governor 336
grab (rest-e/hold) 108, 348
grade (comparing) 170
grant (obeying) 130
grantee 343
grasp (rest-e/hold) 108
grease (affect-e/wrap) 115, 348–9
great (dimension) 84
Greek 458
Green, G. 315, 483
Greenbaum, S. 37, 77, 86, 315, 374, 445
greet (speaking-h/forgive) 159
grief 327, 343
grieve (annoying) 164–6, 308, 311, 343
ground (rest-c/put) 106, 332
group (comparing) 170
grow 29, 125–6, 309
growth 349
grumble (about) (speaking-d/
report) 152, 154, 470
guard (competition) 128
guess (thinking-f/conclude) 140–2,
239, 481
guidance 342
guide (motion-d/follow) 107, 336, 342
Haas, M. 4, 18
habitual, see generic tense
hack (affect-c/stab) 113
had better (modal) 176
hail (weather) 127
hailstorm 349
Hall, R. M. R. 206
Halliday, M. A. K. 458
Halpern, A. M. 18
hammer (affect-b/hit) 112–13, 299
hand (over) (giving) 120–1
handle (rest-e/hold) 108, 452, 477
handler 341
handsome (physical property/
corporeal) 92
hang (down) (rest-a/sit) 103–4
Hannah, J. 206
happen (happening and seem) 101, 109,
203–5, 227, 237
happening verb type 169–70, 227, 284,
350, 482
happily 419–20
happy (about) (human propensity/
happy) 85, 89, 281–2
happy subtype of human
propensity 85, 89, 91, 166, 281
hard (physical property and
difficulty) 84, 86–7, 90, 203, 283,
380, 416, 424
hardly 396–9, 402–3, 419, 423, 426,
430–1, 443
Harris, R. 453
Hasegawa, K. 374
Hasselga˚rd, H. 445
hasten (over/with) (hurrying) 186–7,
264, 309, 314, 351
hate (liking) 160–2, 279–80, 328, 343,
350, 454
hatred 327–8, 343
have 294, 462
‘experiencer’ construction 466–7
in semi-modals 173
(making) 197–200, 251–4, 268, 312,
364
INDEX 519
have (cont.)
(own/giving) 123–4, 189, 198, 362,
432–3, 465–7
previous aspect 24–5, 43, 45, 50, 73,
76, 217, 242
have a verb construction 66–7, 339,
459–83
have (got) to (semi-modal) 173–6,
224–5, 260
heal (corporeal) 125
hear (attention-a/see) 132–9, 226, 236,
292, 308, 453, 481
complement clauses 132–5, 240–1,
252, 270
heat (up) (affect-f/stretch) 116
heater 337
heavenwards 411
heavily 414–16
heavy (physical property) 84, 91, 414
heavy constituent 71
help (helping) 196, 201–2, 268, 285,
308, 352, 364
omission of complementiser to 76,
201–2, 251–2
helper 335, 352
Helper role 100, 201–2, 268–9
helping verb type 100, 171, 201–2,
268–9, 325, 333, 364
Henry, A. 285
here 410–11, 427
hereabouts 411
hesitate (over/with) (hurrying) 186–7,
264, 351
hesitation 351
hide (rest-c/put) 64, 106
hinder (helping) 202, 342
hindrance 342, 352
hint (speaking-d/report) 86
hire (giving) 120–3
historically 403–4
hit (affect-b/hit) 111–13, 118–19, 299,
306–7, 372
hit subtype of affect 112–13, 118, 478
hold (rest-e/hold) 108, 298–9
hold subtype of rest 108, 477
hold—against 293–7
hollow (physical property) 92
Holmes, Sherlock 461
honest (about/in/at) (human
propensity/honest) 85, 89
honest subtype of human
propensity 85, 89, 282–3
honestly 388–9, 419
Hooper, J. B. 285
hope ( for) (wanting) 100, 188–96, 228,
242–3, 265–6, 287, 295–7, 351, 393,
482
complement clauses 7, 13–15, 18, 51,
190–2, 240–3, 247, 249, 367
in parentheticals 236–7
inherent preposition 287, 295–7, 393
role of for 189–90, 247–51
Hopper, P. J. 110, 315
hot (physical property) 381
hotly 381, 418
hourly 406–7
Householder, F. W. 18
how, see wh- words
however 68–9, 390–2, 423
Huddleston, R. D. 77, 86, 229, 285,
352, 374, 445
hug (corporeal) 65–6, 127, 480
human noun subtype 82, 86
Causer 103, 109
Cogitator 139
Competitor 128–9
Decision-Maker 143
Experiencer 160
Helper 202
Perceiver 131
with acting 169
with happening 170
with social contract 129
with trying 186
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human propensity adjective
type 85–91, 166, 168, 195, 203,
229, 313
adverbs 381–4, 419–22
complement clauses 55, 87–90, 237,
281–3
with seem verbs 101, 203
Human role 124–5, 288
hunger, hungry 9, 83–4
hunt ( for) (attention–f/look) 133–4,
271, 299, 480
hurry (over/with) (hurrying) 186–7,
263–4, 309, 314, 351
hurrying verb type 98, 186–7, 263–4,
325, 367
hurt (corporeal) 125–6, 286, 309, 452
hyponym 6
I sentential adverb position 386–9
-ical suYx 404–5
-ically suYx 404–5, 422
identical to/with (similarity) 65, 85
if 38, 41, 68–9
see also wh- words
ignore (attention) 137–8
ill (physical property/corporeal) 84
imagination 341, 350
imagine (thinking-a/think) 63,
139–44, 236, 253, 341
imitate (acting) 169, 328
imitation 328–9, 341, 350
imitator 350
impeach (social contract) 129
imperative 22, 25, 29–30, 209–10,
226–9, 235, 433
imperfective aspect 25, 211–29
imply (relating) 171, 284, 308
important (value) 84
impossible (qualification/possible)
84
impossibly 404
impress (annoying) 164–8
Impression role 10–11, 132–8, 288,
453–6
improve (verbal correspondent of
adjective good) 90
in order to/that 49, 68–70, 77, 262
in spite of 68
inalienable possession 318
inanimate noun subtype 82
include (comparing) 170–1
inclusion 341, 350
incredibly 400, 414–15
indeed 402–3, 426, 430
indeWnitely 404
independent of (similarity) 85, 384
independently 384, 421
indicate (relating) 171, 284
indication 341
indirect speech 37–9, 146–59, 233
infer (thinking-f/conclude) 140–4,
273–4, 342
inference 342
inWnitive 22
inXection 5, 8
inform (speaking-e/inform) 94, 146,
149, 254, 277, 286, 308
inform subtype of speaking 147, 149,
154–5, 277
informant 336, 350
information 341
informer 336, 350
infuriate (annoying) 164
-ing suYx 22–3, 44, 54–6, 68–9, 191,
200, 340, 383
double -ing 72, 77
functions 44
ing, see complement clauses
inhabitant 335
inherent prepositional verb 14–15, 51,
100, 141, 289–93, 297, 369–93
inherently negative verbs 239, 441
inherently reciprocal verbs 65–6, 314
injure (corporeal) 127, 342
INDEX 521
injury 328, 342
insist (to, on) (speaking-g/order) 240
inspect (attention-f/look) 132–3
inspection 461
inspector 333
inspiration 328, 341
inspire (annoying) 164
install (rest-c/put) 106, 341
installation 341, 348
installer 348
Inst-nom (nominalisation) 323, 336–7,
339–49
instruct (speaking-g/order) 109, 146,
157, 235–6, 247
insult (speaking-h/forgive) 158–9,
454
intelligent (physical property/
corporeal) 92
intend (wanting) 189–95, 228, 236,
246–9, 265–7, 340, 365, 368
intensive pronouns 63–4
intention 340
interest (annoying) 85, 164–9, 236,
281–2, 339
interest in 327–8
interpret (speaking-c/shout)
457
interrupt (beginning) 347
interruption 347
intone (speaking-c/shout) 151
intonation 30–5, 48, 385–7, 390–1, 402,
406, 410–11, 430, 442
intransitive, see transitivity
introduce (speaking-h/forgive) 159
invent (affect-g/build) 347
invention 347
investigate (attention-f/look) 133–5,
271–2, 345
investigator 345, 349
invite (speaking-g/order) 157
-ion suYx 340–1
iron (affect-b/hit) 453
irrealis status 25, 29, 172, 210–11,
222–8
-ition suYx 340-1
JackendoV, R. 316, 445
Jacobson, P. 18
jealous (of ) (human propensity/
angry) 51, 83, 85, 164, 166, 281,
384, 415, 419
jealously 384, 415, 419, 423, 426, 428
jerk (motion-f/throw) 108, 471
Jespersen, O. 77, 374, 433–6, 445, 458
jog (motion-a/run) 103
jogger 334
joggers 337
Johansson, S. 352
join (social contract) 129, 363
joke (speaking-a/talk and -d/
report) 66, 148, 152, 236, 275,
323–5, 350, 481
Judgement to, see complement clauses
jump (motion-a/run) 103, 287, 300–2,
311, 339, 448, 461, 476
just 377–8, 397–8, 402–3, 406, 408,
426–31
keen (about) (human propensity/
happy) 85
Keenan, E. L. 374
keep (giving) 453
keep (on (with)) (beginning) 177–83,
262, 309, 314, 366
Kemmer, S. 458
Keyser, S. J. 458
kick (affect-b/hit) 111–13, 294, 452,
460–2
have a/give a 67, 459–62, 466–7,
472–9
preposition inserted 111–12, 287,
298–9, 371–2, 459
kill (corporeal) 67, 127, 190, 345
killer 323, 334, 345, 348
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kin noun subtype 9, 18, 82–3
kin relation 318
kind (at) (human propensity/
clever) 85, 93
kind-of 380, 397, 400, 414, 418, 423,
426–8
Kiparsky, C. 18, 285
Kiparsky, P. 18, 285
kiss (corporeal) 65–7, 127, 464–7,
470, 475, 480
Kjellmer, G. 445
knead (affect-g/build) 117
kneel (rest-a/sit) 103–4
kneeler 337, 348
knife (affect-c/stab) 113, 478
knit (affect-g/build) 117, 286, 302,
306–7, 372
knock (affect-b/hit) 112–13
knocker 336–7
know (thinking-e/know) 140–4, 227,
236, 343, 363, 460, 481
complement clauses 142–4, 238–40,
245–6, 252–7, 273–4, 368, 481
omission of complementiser to 76,
143
omission of object 306–8
know subtype of thinking 140–4, 273
knowledge 343, 350
Kreidler, C. W. 483
Kruisinga, E. 374
labile, see ambitransitive
lack (giving/own) 123, 226, 362–3
laggard 336
LakoV, G. 374, 458
LakoV, R. 374, 445
land (rest-c/put) 106–8, 332
Langacker, R. W. 96, 374
last 362
late 424
later 406, 409, 431
Latin 8–10, 56, 321
laugh (corporeal) 67, 124–6, 305–6,
309, 374
give a /have a /take a 460, 468–74,
480–1
nominalisations 320–1, 330, 339,
349
lay—down 296
lazy (over) (human propensity/
busy) 85
lead (motion-d/follow) 107, 307, 477
leader 336, 338
lean (rest-a/sit) 103–4, 309, 373, 476
learn (thinking-e/know) 140–4, 236,
246, 453
learner 335
leave (rest-c/put) 106–7, 345, 360
leaver 345
lecture (speaking-e/inform) 149,
154–5
lecturer 336, 350
Leech, G. N. 206, 229
leer (corporeal) 125
lend (giving) 120–1, 288, 301–3, 343,
453, 468, 479
lender 349
lengthy 383
lengthily 382–3, 416, 424
lessee 343
let 294
(giving) 120–1, 450
(making) 76, 197–200, 251–4, 268,
364
let—in for 293–4
let—oV (affect-h/break) 119
let on about (speaking-d/report) 152,
297
let—out (speaking-d/report) 152, 296
Levin, B. 130
liar 333
lick (affect–d/rub) 114–15, 466, 475
lie (down) (rest-a/sit) 103, 309, 470,
476
INDEX 523
lift (motion-c/take) 106–7
lightly 416
like (liking) 160–4, 263, 286, 290,
327–8, 350, 425, 454, 482
complement clauses 160–2, 248–9,
279–80, 366
like (similarity) 85–6, 90, 170, 283, 421
likely (adverb) 404, 421
likely (qualification/likely) 84, 87,
203, 237, 282
likely subtype of qualification 84, 88
liking verb type 9, 85, 160–5, 212, 228,
308, 363, 454–5, 482
complement clauses 160–3, 232, 236,
248, 279–82, 367–8
in parentheticals 236
nominalisations 327, 330
linguistically 403–5
lioness 335
Lipka, L. 315
liquefy (affect-f/stretch) 116
listen (to) (attention-f/look and -g/
watch) 133–9, 226, 252–3, 272,
291–3, 480
listener 349
little (dimension) 385
live—down 296
live (rest-b/stay and corporeal) 104,
126
load (rest-c/put) 106
loader 337
loan 343, 479
loathe (liking) 160, 162, 280, 327
lock (rest-f/open) 109
locker 337
Locus role 93, 102–10, 300, 311,
477
Locus-nom (nominalisation) 323,
332–3, 339–51
long (dimension) 91, 382–3, 424
long ( for) (wanting) 188–95, 247, 249,
266–7
look (seem) 101, 139, 203–5
look (at/for) (attention) 133–9, 226,
272, 292–3, 299, 352
have a/give a/take a 67, 460–4,
468–74, 480–1
look subtype of attention 31, 133–8,
271, 456, 480–1
look after 344
look down on 295
look into 345
look like 361
looker 334
looker after 344–5
looker on 345
lose (giving/own and
competition) 124, 128–9, 301,
328, 343, 349
loss 328, 343, 349
love (liking) 160, 164, 280, 327–8, 339,
350
lovely (value) 84, 87, 138
loyal (human propensity/clever) 383,
388
loyally 383
lubricant 335, 339
lucky (at) (value and human
propensity/clever) 84–7, 91
Luisen˜o 96
-ly suYx 379–85, 407, 423–4
McCawley, J. D. 266, 315, 445
McDavid, V. 77
McIntosh, A. 206
mad (about) (human propensity/
angry) 85, 168, 281
madden (annoying) 164, 168
mainly 398, 402
make (affect-g/build) 117, 450
make (making) 76, 197–200,
251–4, 257, 268, 294, 312–13,
364
make a construction 461
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make—up (thinking-g/solve) 140,
347
make up for 295
Makeba, M. 219
making up 348
making verb type 100, 171, 194–201,
268–9, 294, 313, 358, 364, 367
comparison with simple
causative 59–60, 168, 312–13
nominalisations 325
obligatory omission of for 249–50
similarity with order 200, 257–8,
278
male (physical property/
corporeal) 92
manage (social contract and
trying) 129, 183–6, 263
manager 351
manageress 335
Manip role 10–11, 110–19, 288–9, 452
manipulate (using) 129
manipulation 349
manner adverbs 376, 380, 386–94,
413–21
march (motion-a/run) 103–4, 308–9
Marchand, H. 352
mark (affect-d/rub) 114, 349
market (giving) 122
marry (social contract) 66, 129,
314–15
Marshall, Alan 300
match (comparing) 95–6, 170
mathematically 403–5
MatisoV, J. A. 4, 18
matter (matter) 101, 205–6, 240, 270,
286, 352
matter verb type 101, 205–6, 270, 325,
364
Matthews, P. H. 217
may (modal) 71, 172–6, 224–5
mean (wanting) 188–95, 247, 266
measure (comparing) 170
measurement 338, 341
meditate (on/about) (thinking-c/
ponder) 140–2, 481
Medium role 93, 146–50, 301, 454–5
meet (motion-d/follow) 66, 107,
361–2
melt (affect-f/stretch) 116, 286, 310,
479
mend (affect-g/build) 118, 177
-ment suYx 332, 341, 383
mention (speaking-d/report) 75, 94,
152, 289–93, 308, 461
Menzel, P. 285
merely 398, 402
Message role, Message-Content,
Message-Label 93–4, 146–59,
275–8, 288, 454–5
‘middle’ 458
might (modal) 172–6, 224–5
mime (acting) 164, 461
mimic (acting) 169
mind about (liking) 160, 163
mispronounce (speaking-c/shout) 151
miss (trying) 183–6, 263
missionise (social contract) 129
mix (affect-g/build) 117
mixer 336–7
mixture 343
Modal (for) to, see complement clauses
modal verb type 24–5, 29, 98, 172–7,
183, 192, 206, 209, 222–5, 260–1,
264, 367, 450
in complement clauses 43, 45, 49, 52,
243–6, 281
relation to semi-modals 72–3, 172–6,
260, 281
role in promotion to subject 62, 450
modalities, see modals, semi-modals
moderately 427
modern (age) 84
Mojave 374
monthly 406–8
INDEX 525
mood 209–10
more 91–3, 424–5
moreover 68–9, 390
morpheme, morphology 5–9
most 93, 393, 425
mostly 398, 423
motion verb type 10, 93–5, 102–10,
122, 133, 294, 299, 303, 307–9, 452
give a/have a/take a 476–7
nominalisations 332, 334, 348
takes inner adverb 31, 104–10
mottled (colour) 84
mournfully 403–5
move (motion-c/take) 106–7, 460, 477
Moving role 93, 102–10, 119, 452
mow (affect-c/stab) 113
mower 323, 336–7
much 396–7, 400, 423, 427
Munro, P. 374
murder (corporeal) 127
murderer 334, 336, 349
must (modal) 172–6, 193, 224–5, 260
name (speaking-c/shout) 151–2
narrate (speaking-c/shout) 151, 306
narration 341, 350
narrator 350
narrow (dimension) 6, 84, 90–1, 313,
415
narrowly 381–2, 414–18, 428
necessary (value) 84, 87
need (modal and wanting) 176–7,
188–95, 228, 247, 249, 261, 266–7,
282
needs 351
negation 24–5, 29, 58–9, 174–7, 192,
432–45
constituent 436–40
in parentheticals 235
in promotion to subject 62, 450–2
inherently negative words 239, 441
manner type 433–5
sentential type 432–5
also see not
negative attraction 435–6
negators, complex 443–4
neglect (happening) 169
neither 437–8
never 391, 443
nevertheless 68, 390
new (age) 84, 91
New Zealand 16
newly 382, 422
Newmeyer, F. J. 206
Ney, J. W. 285
nibble (corporeal) 125, 299, 480
nibbles 330
Nichols, J. 77
Nickel, G. 488
nightly 407
no 444–5
no one 444
no sooner 443
noble (human propensity/honest) 91
nobody 438
noisy (physical property) 84
nominalisations 320–52
nominate (social contract) 129, 321
nomination 321, 340
nominative case 10
nominator 350
nominee 330, 343
Noonan, M. 285
nor 437–8
normal (qualification/usual) 84, 203,
282
normally 389–90, 403, 424
Norris, G. 453
not 17, 24–5, 29, 59, 174–7
also see negation
not even 443
not just 443
not only 443
note (speaking-d/report) 152
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nothing 444
notice (attention-a/see) 132–8, 236,
244, 252, 270, 306–8, 349, 481
noun 8–9, 26–7, 82–5, 91
noun phrase 5, 26–7
cognate 124–7, 141, 305–6, 329–31,
361
noun phrase complements 285
now 386, 406, 409, 431–2
nowhere 438
NP, see noun phrase
number category 24
numbers 26
nurse (corporeal) 126
O (transitive object core syntactic
relation) 11, 18, 27–9, 94–5,
286–8
O manner adverb position 386–9,
392–4
obey (obeying) 129–30
obeying verb type 129–30, 349, 480
object 11–12, 51, 94–5, 297–300, 355–6,
360
also see O
object, cognate 124–7, 141, 305–6,
329–31, 361
object to (liking) 14, 160, 162, 280, 293
Object-nom (nominalisation) 323,
329–32, 339–51
observation 341, 349
observe (attention-a/see and speaking-
d/report) 132–8, 152, 341
observer 334, 349
obtain (giving/own) 123
obvious (definite) 84
obviously 423–8, 442
occupant 339
occupied (with) (human propensity/
busy) 85
occupy 339
odd (value) 84, 87, 203
oddly 449, 452
of, marking possession 317–47
of course 380, 402–3, 426, 430
oVend (annoying) 164–9, 281, 467
oVer (speaking-d/report) 81–2, 152–4,
276–7, 339, 350, 463
often 406, 408, 424, 428, 442–3
Oksefjell, S. 352
old (age) 84, 414
Olsson, Y. 483
omission of
after/while 55, 69, 76, 219
be 53–4
for complementiser 38, 45–7, 162,
189, 197, 242–3, 247–50, 271,
274, 280, 285
from 50, 197, 200–1, 257–8
give 154
in order 70, 77
object noun phrase 103, 107, 129,
133–8, 141–2, 146, 155, 166, 287,
305–9
predicate 70, 76
preposition before
complementiser 14–15, 51–2,
72, 76, 100, 141–3, 162–3, 168,
181, 291
preposition before object noun
phrase 103, 105, 299–305, 315,
360
preposition before time adverb 316
relative pronoun 23, 33–4, 75–6
should 42, 76, 240
subject noun phrase from
complement clauses 43–7, 52,
74–5, 137, 144–5, 163, 188, 196,
201, 241, 255–6, 265, 277
subject noun phrase from
subordinate time clauses 74
subject noun phrase under
coordination 68, 74
that complementiser 41–2, 75, 135
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omission of (cont.)
that relative pronoun 33, 75–6
to 48, 76, 135–6, 197–8, 201, 251–3,
271
to be 49, 76, 143, 190, 198–9, 204,
253–4, 285
verb after allow and permit 198
verb after avoid 195
verb after beginning verbs 98–9,
177–9
verb after hurrying verbs 187
verb after trying verbs 185
verb after wanting verbs 100, 189,
296
on 14, 66
on the other hand 68, 390
once 406–9, 442–3
once again 430
once more 406–9
one another 66–7
only 377–8, 395–8, 402–3, 426–8, 431,
436
Oosten, J. Van 458
open (rest-f/open) 109, 119, 185,
310–12, 478
open subtype of rest 109, 478
opener 336, 348
opening 348
operate (using) 129
operation 349
operator 336, 349
opponent 335, 338, 352
oppose (helping) 202, 340
opposer 335, 352
opposition 340, 352
or 67, 437–8
-or suYx 333, 339
order (speaking-g/order) 57, 365
complement clauses 149, 157, 190,
239–40, 243, 249, 254, 266,
277–8, 285, 368, 441
derived noun 83
omission of should 42, 76, 240
order subtype of speaking 147–9,
151–9, 194, 200, 240, 243, 257,
277–8, 367
ordinary (value) 92
organisation 340
organise (happening) 169
organiser 323, 350
originally 406, 409
Osborn, H. A. 95
ought to (modal) 173–6, 224–5, 261,
367
outside 401
overboard 411
overcome (competition) 128
overlook (attention) 137
overturn (motion-g/drop) 109, 310
owe (giving) 120–1
own (giving/own) 123–4, 198, 226,
362
own subtype of giving 123–4, 198,
226, 362–3
owner 349
Owner role 123–4, 362
ownership 317–19
pack (rest-c/put) 106, 332
paint (affect-e/wrap) 115–16, 321,
349, 466, 479
Palmer, F. R. 206
pardon (speaking-h/forgive) 158
parentheticals 33, 233–8, 285
Partee, B. H. 285
participant 335
particular aspect (in future) 25, 211–15,
226–9
partly 380
parts noun subtype 82, 109
parts of speech, see word classes
pass (motion-b/arrive) 66, 104–5
pass out (corporeal) 125, 293
pass—over (attention) 137, 367
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passive 24–5, 61, 152, 166–7, 195, 254,
353–74, 448
and negation 445
involving cognate objects 124–5,
141, 305–6, 361
involving complement clauses 40–1,
47, 248, 278, 367–9
involving phrasal verbs 294–5
non-omission of to, from 48, 50, 76,
136, 143, 198, 252, 254
obligatory with repute 152, 369
obligatory with say and Judgement
to 245, 368
obligatory with wanting after be
to 191–2
of verb with inherent
preposition 14–15, 141, 291
of Secondary-A verbs 183
omission of passive be 199
reasons for using 354–9
past tense 25, 209–29
pay (giving) 120–2, 329
pay a construction 461
payment 323, 329, 341, 349
pedagogically 403–4
pee (corporeal) 124–5, 301–2, 307,
461, 480, 483
peel (affect-e/wrap) 116, 177, 450
peep at (attention-f/look) 132–3
peer at (attention-f/look) 133
perceive (attention-a/see) 132–8,
341
Perceiver role 10–11, 132–9, 270, 288,
293, 456
perception 341, 349
perfect (value) 84
perfect aspect 26, 217
perfective aspect 25, 209–29
perform (obeying) 130, 177, 342
performance 342, 349
performatives 159, 253
performer 349
peripheral noun phrases, see syntactic
relations
Perlmutter, D. M. 18, 206, 285, 315
permanently 406, 408, 419, 424
permission 340
permit (making) 196–200, 251, 268,
340, 364
perplex (annoying) 164
persuade (speaking-g/order) 157, 257,
263, 277–8, 441, 454, 457
phonetically 403–5
phrasal verbs 17, 71, 289, 293–7, 315,
352, 369–70
nominalisation of 343–8
phrase, see noun phrase; verb phrase
physical property adjective
type 84–6, 90–1, 313, 381–2,
414–16, 422
pick on (speaking-h/forgive) 159,
293–4, 370
pick—out (deciding-b/choose) 144–5,
454
pick up (rest-e/hold) 108, 348
picker upper 344, 346
pierce (affect-c/stab) 113
pinch (affect-f/stretch) 116, 349
pine ( for) wanting 188–95, 266
Pinker, S. 130
pity (liking) 163, 327, 454
place (rest-c/put) 106
place noun subtype 82
plan ( for) (deciding-a/resolve and
wanting) 144–5, 188–95, 228,
236, 247, 266–7, 339, 351
planner 350–1
plant (rest-c/put) 106, 330, 339, 348
planter 348
plaster (affect-e/wrap) 115, 339,
348–9
play (motion-a/run and
competition) 66, 83, 103, 128, 453
play—oV against 294–7
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play upon 295
pleasant (value) 92
pleasantly 453
please (annoying) 83, 164, 167,
279–82, 360
pleasure 327, 343
poetically 403–4, 428
poison (corporeal) 127
polish (affect-d/rub) 67, 114, 177, 307
polisher 348
polite (human propensity/clever) 92
politically 403–5
ponder (on/over) (thinking-c/
ponder) 140–4, 239, 273, 367,
481
ponder subtype of thinking 140–4,
273
possess (giving/own) 61, 123, 226, 330,
363
possession 330, 341, 349
possession, grammatical 26, 317–22,
337–8
Possession role 123–4, 362
possessor 333
possible (quantification/possible) 84,
88, 237, 383
possible subtype of qualification 84,
88, 382
possibly 383, 403–4
postpone (postponing) 94, 195, 228,
347, 359
postponement 341, 347, 351
postponing verb type 100, 195–6, 228,
267–8, 325
pour (motion-f/throw) 108, 446–52,
457
Poutsma, H. 77, 483
practice 351
practise (trying) 183–6, 263
praise (speaking-h/forgive) 159
pray (speaking-c/shout) 151, 306, 481
prayer 339
preach (speaking-c/shout) 151, 306,
454
precede (motion-d/follow) 107
precisely 397, 400–1, 413–14
predeterminer 26
predicate 12, 27–9
prefer (liking) 160, 247, 280, 342,
367–8, 425
preference 342, 350
preoccupied (with) (human propensity/
busy) 85, 283
preparation 341
prepare ( for) (wanting) 188–95,
266–7, 282, 341
prepared ( for) (human propensity/
eager) 85, 194–5
preposition 27, 103, 289–305
as inherent part of verb/
adjective 14–15, 84–5, 100–1,
141, 289–93, 297, 364–73
as proclitic 17
insertion of 111, 297–9, 372
also see phrasal verbs
prepositional noun phrase as passive
subject 369–74
prepositional verb 315
present (giving) 120, 122
present tense 25, 209–29
presently 406, 408, 426
preside (social contract) 339
president 335, 339
press (motion-f/throw) 108
press for 295
presumably 234
pretence 343
pretend (wanting) 188–95, 236, 266,
343
pretender 351
prevent (making) 63, 197, 200, 257–8,
278, 364, 367
previous aspect 25–6, 211–39
prick (affect-c/stab) 114, 323–4
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Primary verbs 96–8
Primary-A 96–8, 102–130, 226, 325,
348–9
Primary-B 97–8, 131–71, 227–8, 325,
349–50
Prince, E. 229, 483
princess 335
Principal role 100, 188–95, 264–5, 282,
288
probable (qualification/definite) 84,
87, 237, 282
probably 234, 403, 442
procedurally 403–4
process (obeying) 130
processor 349
proclaim (speaking-d/report) 152,
253–4
proclamation 350
Product role 117–18
prohibit (speaking-g/order) 157, 257,
278
promise (speaking-d/report) 75, 83,
149, 152–4, 234–6, 276–7, 481
promote (social contract) 129, 286
promotion 341
promotion to subject 61–2, 446–98
pronominalisation 69, 356
pronounce (speaking-c/shout) 151
pronouns
as clitics 17
personal 8, 19–22, 36, 44, 63, 69
possessive 317–47
reXexive/intensive 20–2, 63–4
see also relative pronouns
properly 446–9, 452
properties, see states noun type
Property-nom (nominalisation) 322,
328, 339–50
proponent 335
proposal 331, 343, 481
propose (speaking-d/report) 152, 161,
240–2, 249, 259, 276
proposer 335
prosecute (social contract) 129
prosecutor 349
proud (of ) (human propensity/
happy) 51, 85
proudly 393
prove (thinking-f/conclude) 140–3,
253, 263
prune (affect-c/stab) 113
pruner 348
pull (motion-f/throw) 108, 298–9, 452,
460, 471–2, 478
pull out of 295
puller oVer 346
Pullum, G. K. 77, 86, 226, 285, 352, 445
punch (affect-b/hit) 112–13, 299, 459,
462, 470–1, 478–9
punish (social contract) 129
purchase (giving) 123, 301
purposeful (volition) 84–5
purposefully 380
purposely 380
pursue (motion-d/follow) 345
pursuer 345
push (motion-f/throw) 108–9, 452,
460, 467–8, 470–2, 478
put (rest-c/put) 106–7, 308, 461, 477
put subtype of rest 106–7, 477
put—about (speaking-d/report) 152,
296
put—across (speaking-d/report) 152,
296
put—away 190, 346
put—by 346
put—down to 293–7
put—oV (postponing) 195, 267–8, 287,
293–4, 347, 369
put—on (rest-c/put, affect-e/wrap,
and happening) 106, 115, 169
put—up 452
put up with 295
putter oVer 346
INDEX 531
putting oV 348
puzzle (annoying) 164, 169, 281–2
qualiWcation 340
qualification adjective type 84–91,
101, 139, 203, 237, 282, 381–2,
403–4
qualify ( for) (social contract) 129
quarrel (speaking-a/talk) 65, 148, 350
questions 38, 58–9, 174–7, 192, 210
question (speaking-f/tell) 83, 461
quick (speed) 84, 383, 424, 450
quickly 383, 401–2, 419–21, 424, 446–7,
453
quietly 388, 420
Quirk, R. 37, 77, 86, 229, 315, 374, 445,
483
quite 377, 386, 397–400, 413–15, 419,
423, 426, 428
quote (speaking-c/shout) 374
race (against) (competition) 128, 309,
349
Radford, A. 18
rain (weather) 127, 349
raise (motion-c/take) 106–7
raising 15, 87, 89
rake (affect-d/rub) 114, 307
Ransom, E. N. 285
rape (corporeal) 66
rapid (speed) 84
rapidly 419–21, 449, 453
rarely 428, 443
rather 397–400, 413–15, 418–19, 423–8
reach (motion-b/arrive) 104–5
read (speaking-c/shout) 151, 177, 236,
275, 454
ready ( for) (human propensity/
eager) 85, 89, 92, 282
real (value) 92
realis status 25, 172, 210–22
realisation 350
realise (thinking-e/know) 140, 144,
306–7
reality status 25
really 378–9, 386, 396–9, 415, 418–20,
423–30, 442
reason (thinking-f/conclude) 140
rebuke (speaking-h/forgive) 158
receive (giving) 123, 189, 198, 466
receiver 349
recently 406, 409, 428
Recipient role 10–11, 93–4, 119–24,
154, 288, 301–3, 479
reciprocal construction 65–6, 108, 127,
129, 148–51
recital 343
recitation 340
recite (speaking-c-shout) 151, 306, 340
reckon 234
recognise (attention-c/
recognise) 132–8, 252, 271, 286,
308, 367, 481
recognise subtype of
attention 133–8, 272
recommend (to) (speaking-g/
order) 157–8, 240, 249, 278, 302
record 61–2
recover (corporeal) 125
recovery 342
red (colour) 6, 84
refer to (speaking-b/discuss) 14,
149–51, 275, 289–97, 314, 342, 393
reference 342
reference (meaning) 6
reXect (on/about) (thinking-c/
ponder) 67, 140–1, 147
reXection 350
reXexive construction 62–4, 357, 454
refusal 343, 349
refuse (obeying) 130
regret (speaking-d/report and
liking) 152, 160, 236–7, 240–2,
259, 280, 462–3
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regretfully 403–5
reject (giving) 441
rejoice (at) (liking) 160, 163, 236
relate (to) (relating) 171, 284, 362
relating verb type 171, 283–4, 328,
352, 482
relative clauses 27, 32–6, 41, 71, 77
fused restrictive 35, 43, 240
non-restrictive 33–6
reduced 34
restrictive 33–6, 71, 137
relative pronouns 23, 32–6, 71
release (making) 197, 200, 258
reluctant (to) (human propensity/
eager) 441
rely on (liking) 14, 51, 287, 290–1, 393
remain (rest-b/stay) 104
remark (on) (speaking-d/report) 86,
149, 152, 233–5, 238, 276, 461
remember (thinking-d/remember) 101,
140–4, 147, 236, 306–8, 441, 453,
481
complement clauses 142–4, 236,
244–6, 249, 255–7, 273–4, 285,
366
remember subtype of thinking 140–4,
273, 342
remembrance 342
remind (speaking-e/inform and
-g/order) 146, 154–7, 277
remove (motion-e/carry) 346
remover 346
rent (giving) 120–3, 453, 479
repair (affect-g/build) 118
repeat (trying) 183–6, 263
repetition 351
reply (to) (speaking-f/tell) 156
report (speaking-d/report) 146, 148,
152–3, 155, 236
complement clauses 148, 153, 245,
253, 256, 276, 367
derived noun 83, 283, 461
report subtype of speaking 147, 149,
152–4, 276
reproduce (acting) 169
repute (speaking-d/report) 152, 369
request (speaking-f/tell and -g/
order) 130, 155–8, 239, 368, 444,
461
require (wanting) 188–95, 236–7, 249,
254, 266–7
requirement 351
rescue (making) 197, 200, 258
rescuer 351
resemblance 322, 342, 350
resemble (comparing) 61, 66, 170–1,
283, 308, 361–2
resentfully 403–5
reside (rest-b/stay) 102, 104, 320,
342
residence 320–1, 332–3, 340, 342
resident 335, 339, 348
resign ( from) (social contract) 129,
341
resignation 341
resist (competition) 128, 342
resistance 342
resolve (deciding-a/resolve) 144–7,
236, 274
resolve subtype of deciding 144–5
rest (corporeal) 125
rest verb type 9, 102–10, 262–3, 294,
299, 303, 307, 309, 452
give a/have a/take a 476–7
nominalisations 332, 348
promotion to subject 452
with adverbs 31
Resting role 102–10, 452
result construction 54
result from (relating) 171, 227, 284,
362
Result-nom (nominalisation) 323,
328–9, 339–51
retiree 343
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return (motion-b/arrive) 105–6, 311,
477
revival 343
reward (giving) 120–2, 330
Rice, S. 374
Riddle, E. 285
ride (motion-a/run) 104, 308, 460, 467
right (qualification/correct) 84–5,
92, 237
right (modiWer) 428
right dislocation 48, 165
rightly 419–21
rip oV 347
roar (speaking-c/shout) 151, 473
rock (motion-a/run) 103–4
Roeper, T. 458
roll (motion-a/run) 103–4, 287, 300,
469, 476
Romance forms 321–2, 333–4, 341–6
roof (affect-e/wrap) 115, 349
roofer 348
Rosenbaum, P. 285
Ross, J. R. 77
rough (physical property) 384
roughly 384, 416
round (dimension) 84
rub (affect- d/rub) 114–15, 299, 460,
478
rub subtype of affect 114–15, 311, 478
rub oV on 295
rude (to, in) (human propensity/
clever) 92, 424
rudely 380, 424
rule (social contract) 129
rumour (speaking-d/report) 152, 369
run (motion-a/run) 103, 287, 300,
303–4, 309, 373
give a /have a /take a 66–7, 461, 463,
469, 476
run subtype of motion 103–6, 109,
300, 309, 311
run after 34–5
runner 334
runner downer 346
runners 337
S (intransitive subject core syntactic
relation) 11, 18, 27–9, 94, 286–7
S¼A ambitransitives 60, 286, 305–9,
315–16, 456–7
S¼O ambitransitives 60, 109, 286,
309–16, 451–2
’s possessive suYx 285, 317–47
sack (social contract) 129
sad about (human propensity/
angry) 85, 168, 281
sadden (annoying) 164, 168
Sapir, E. 3–4, 18, 460, 477
satisfaction 327
satisfy (annoying) 164–9, 360
Saussure, F. de 4
save (making) 197, 200, 258, 346
saver 346
saw (affect-c/stab) 113, 299, 306–7
say (speaking-d/report) 146, 149, 152,
236, 245, 276, 368–9, 441
scan (attention-f/look) 133
scarcely 379, 443
scare (annoying) 164, 169, 281, 327,
454, 482
Schachter, P. 285
Schmerling, S. 285
science, linguistics as a 3–4
scold (speaking-h/forgive) 158
scrape (affect-d/rub) 114–15, 177,
294, 299
scrape by on 293
scraper 337
scratch (affect-d/rub) 114, 464–5
scrutinise (attention-f/look) 133, 456
search ( for) (attention-f/look) 133,
299–302, 480
seasonally 407
secondary predicate 53–4
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Secondary verbs 96–101, 228
Secondary-A 98–100, 172–88, 325,
351
Secondary-B 100, 188–95, 325, 351
Secondary-C 100, 196–202, 325,
351–2
Secondary-D 100–1, 202–6, 352
secure 91
see (attention-a/see) 132–8, 226, 236,
292–3, 303, 308, 460, 481
complement clauses 135–8, 252–3,
271–2
see subtype of attention 132–8, 272,
456
see—through 293–4
seem (seem) 100–1, 202–4, 237, 269
seem verb type 101, 127, 139, 202–5,
237, 269, 325, 364
seer 334
seldom 443
select (deciding-b/choose) 144–5
selection 331, 341, 350
selector 334, 350
self 62–4
sell (giving) 120–2, 302–3, 330, 446–8,
453
semantic roles 9–12, 93–4, 287–9,
452–7
semantic types 7–16, 79–101
semantics 6–12
semi-modal verb type 72–3, 98, 172–7,
183, 209, 224–5, 260–1, 281, 367
send (motion-c/take and giving) 95,
105–6, 477
sense (meaning) 6
sense (thinking-e/know) 140, 144
sensible (qualification/correct) 84,
87, 282
sensibly 392, 420–1, 423, 425, 427
sentence 6
sentential adverbs 358–9, 376, 386–94,
402–13, 418–21, 441–2
separate from (similarity) 85, 384
separately 384, 421
serve (giving) 120–2
servery 349
set (rest-c/put) 106
set about 293–5
set in (beginning) 179, 293
settle (deciding-a/resolve) 145
settle down (rest-b/stay) 104–5,
309–11, 460
settlement 332, 341
settler 348
sew (affect-g/build) 117, 177, 307
shake (motion-a/run) 103, 309
shall (modal) 172–6, 224–5
shape (affect-g/build) 117
shave (affect-d/rub) 64, 114, 460, 475
shaver 336
shell (affect-e/wrap) 116, 177
shelve (rest-c/put) 106–7, 332
shield (competition) 128
shit (corporeal) 124–5
shiver (corporeal) 125
shock (annoying) 164, 169, 450–1, 454,
482
shoot (affect-b/hit) 112–13, 325, 372,
478
short (dimension) 84, 382
shortly 382, 416
should (modal) 172–6, 193, 206, 224–5
see also under omission
shout (speaking-c/shout) 146, 149–51,
236, 275, 322, 470, 473, 481
shout subtype of speaking 147–52,
275, 306, 470–3, 481
shove (motion-f/throw) 460
show (attention-b/show, thinking-f/
conclude, and relating) 132–40,
143, 171, 284, 481
show subtype of attention 132–8, 272
shut (rest-f/open) 109, 478
shutter 337
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sick (physical property/
corporeal) 84
sigh (corporeal) 470, 473
sign (affect-g/build) 118
similar (to) (similarity) 65, 85, 90, 170,
283, 383–4
similarity adjective type 85, 90, 283,
381–5, 419–22
similarly 381–5, 419–21, 424, 428
simple (difficulty) 84, 91
simply 379, 386, 397–8, 402–3, 414, 417,
423, 426, 431
since 68
sing (speaking-c/shout) 126, 151
singe (affect-f/stretch) 116–17
single 92
Sinha, A. K. 374
sip (corporeal) 125, 480
sit down (rest-a/sit) 64, 103–4, 294,
370–1
causative 60, 308–9, 371
have a 67, 460, 464, 470, 476–7
sit subtype of rest 103–4, 309, 477
skilfully 414, 417
slander (speaking-h/forgive) 146,
158–9
slap (affect-b/hit) 112–13
sleep (corporeal) 125, 306, 370, 373,
480
sleep in 344
sleeper 333–4, 337, 349
sleeper in 344–5
slice (affect-c/stab) 113, 349
slide (motion-a/run) 103, 469, 476
slightly 386, 414–15, 423–8
slip (motion-g/drop) 109, 226, 469–70
sloppily 438
slow (speed) 84, 91, 414, 424
slowly 401–2, 414, 419–21, 424, 428–9,
440, 452, 456
smash (affect-h/break) 118–19, 129,
310, 479
smell (attention and
corporeal) 124–7, 132–9, 205,
299, 339, 349, 465–7, 474
smeller 337
smile (corporeal) 125, 306, 323–4,
330, 460, 467–72, 475, 480
smoke (corporeal) 125, 177, 330, 461,
480
smoker 334, 349
sneeze (corporeal) 124–5, 330, 480
sniV (corporeal) 125, 299, 474, 480
snow (weather) 127, 349
so 192
Soames, S. 18, 285
sob (corporeal) 125, 470–1, 480
social contract verb type 129, 309,
349, 453, 480
softly 416
solid (physical property) 92
solidify (affect-f/stretch) 116
solution 329, 341, 350
solve (thinking-g/solve) 140, 144, 329,
341
solve subtype of thinking 140–4, 273
some 438–41
somebody 444
something 444
sometimes 406, 409
somewhat 414–15, 426, 428
somewhere 438
soon 385, 406, 409, 428
soothe (corporeal) 126
sorrowfully 414, 417
sorry about (human propensity/
happy) 51, 85, 88–9, 167
sort-of 380
sound (attention and seem) 138–9,
203–5, 352
sourly 381, 416
sow (rest-c/put) 106
spank (affect-b/hit) 112–13
spare (making) 197, 200, 258
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spatial adverbs 30–2, 380, 392, 407,
410–13
speak (speaking-a/talk) 66, 146–50,
275, 287, 301–2, 323, 460, 463–4,
481
with Medium as O 146, 301, 372
speaker 350
Speaker role 93–4, 146–59, 278, 288,
454
speaking verb type 9, 82, 93–4, 146–60,
174, 178, 227, 454–5, 461, 481–2
complement clauses 148–59, 253,
275–9
in parentheticals 236
nominalisations 341, 350
spear (affect-c/stab) 113–14, 478
speculate (on/about) (thinking-c/
ponder) 83, 140–2, 236, 239, 273
speech 323, 343, 350, 463, 481
speech acts noun type 83–4, 178,
185–6, 283, 306
as Message-Label 147
as Stimulus-Label 160
with obeying verbs 129–30
with postponing verbs 195, 267
speed adjective type 55, 84–6, 90, 229,
313, 381–2, 401–2, 419–21, 449
speedily 419–21
spill (motion-g/drop) 109–10, 310–12,
478
spin (motion-a/run) 103–4
spit (corporeal) 124–5, 330, 343
spittle 330, 343, 349
split (affect-h/break) 118–19
spot (attention-c/recognise) 132, 138
spotted (colour) 85
spray (motion-f/throw) 108, 330–1,
348
square (dimension) 91
squash (affect-h/break) 118–19, 167
squat (rest- a/sit) 103
squeeze (affect-f/stretch) 116
squint (at) (attention-f/look) 133
stab (affect-c/stab) 113
stab subtype of affect 113–14, 478
stand (up) (rest-a/sit) 102–4, 287, 294,
303–4, 309, 470, 476
standee 343
stare (at) (attention-f/look) 132–3,
271
start (beginning) 7, 95, 99, 177–83,
186, 261–2
causative use 309, 314
starter 337, 351
starters 351
state (speaking-d/report) 149, 152,
276, 441
statement 341, 461
State-nom (nominalisation) 322,
327–8, 339–50, 463
state noun type 82–4, 170–1, 178, 186,
284
static verbs 362–3
stay (rest-b/stay) 104, 477
stay subtype of rest 104–5, 309, 477
steal (motion-c/take) 106–7
Stein, G. 483
still (adverb) 406, 408, 426, 431
still (clause linker) 68, 390
Stimulus role, Stimulus-Content,
Stimulus-Label 160–9, 279–80,
288, 363, 454–5
sting (affect-c/stab) 113, 164
stir (affect-g/build) 117, 460
Stockwell, R. P. 285
stone (affect-b/hit) 112, 478
stop
(beginning) 98, 177–83, 262–3, 309,
314, 366
(making) 63, 197–200, 258
(rest-b/stay) 104, 262–3
store (rest-c/put) 346, 452
storer 346
Strang, B. M. H. 483
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strange (value) 84, 86, 282
strangely 425, 449
stress 16–17, 59, 69, 233–4, 385–6,
389–92, 395–6, 410–12, 434–42
stretch (affect-f/stretch) 116, 164,
310–11
stretch subtype of affect 105,
116–18, 309–10, 452
strike (affect-b/hit) 112, 299
stroke (affect-a/touch) 67, 112,
472–3, 478
stroll (motion-a/run) 67, 103–4, 300,
469, 474–6
strong (physical property) 84, 415
strongly 415, 423
struggle (against) (competition) 66,
128
student 335, 349
study (attention-f/look) 132–5
stupid (at) (human propensity/
clever) 85, 89, 203, 283, 414–15
stupidly 387–8, 414–15, 419–23, 428–31
subject 11–12, 27–9, 92–5, 354–6
see also omission, A, S
subsequently 406, 409
Substance role 124–5, 288, 453
succeed (in/at) (trying) 183–6, 263
successfully 413–14, 417
such 401
suck (corporeal) 124–5, 299, 453, 474,
480
sudden (speed) 84
suVer (corporeal) 125
suggest
(relating) 171, 284
(speaking-d/report) 42, 76, 149,
152, 161, 236, 240
suggestion 161, 350, 461, 481
suicidally 403–5
suit (comparing) 170, 362
sum up 347
summarise 347
summary 347
superlatives 26, 93, 425
supplicant 339
supplicate (social contract) 339
supplies 330
supply (giving) 120–2
support (helping) 202, 325, 347, 352
supporter 352
suppose (thinking-b/assume) 139–44,
236, 239–41, 340, 481
supposition 331, 340–1, 350
sure (qualification/sure and human
propensity/unsure) 84–5, 88–90
sure subtype of qualification 84, 88,
352
surely 379
surprise (annoying) 72, 164–9, 281–2,
327, 338, 482
surrender (competition) 128, 326
surround (rest-d/contain and affect-e/
wrap) 108, 115–16, 226, 477
survey (attention-f/look) 133–5, 456
Survey of English Usage 483
survive (corporeal) 345
survivor 345
suspect (thinking-h/believe) 140–4,
233–6, 330, 350
Svartvik, J. 229, 374
swallow (corporeal) 125, 306, 453,
474, 480
swear (speaking-c/shout) 151, 481
sweat (corporeal) 125
sweep (affect-d/rub) 114, 177, 307
sweet (physical property) 84, 313
Sweet, H. 77
sweetly 381, 414–16, 423
swell (corporeal) 125–6
swim (motion-a/run) 103, 300–2, 305,
309, 372, 459, 461, 466–9, 474–6
swimmer 334
swimmers 323, 337
swindle (social contract) 347
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swing (motion-a/run) 103
symmetric verbs 361
syntactic relations 10–12, 92–5, 287–9
core 11–12, 27–9, 92–5
peripheral 12, 29
take (motion-c/take) 105–6, 122,
306–8, 460, 467–8, 473–4, 477
take subtype of motion 105–6, 339,
477
take a verb construction 66–7, 459–83
take after (comparing) 170, 287, 289
take—away 190, 346
take—for 370
take—oV (rest-c/put and affect-e/
wrap) 103, 106, 116
take—on (happening) 169–70, 289,
293–7
take place (happening) 169
take—up 289
take—up on 293
take—up with 293–7
taker onner 346
talk (speaking-a/talk) 66, 83, 126,
148–51, 275, 301–4, 309, 350, 374,
460, 463, 469, 474, 481
talk subtype of speaking 147–51, 275,
279, 303
talk about (speaking-b/discuss) 151
talking into 348
tap (affect-b/hit) 112–13
Target role 10–11, 100–19, 288–9, 452
taste (corporeal and
attention) 124–7, 132–9, 205,
307, 325, 330, 339, 474, 480
teach (thinking-e/know) 140–4,
274
tear (affect-h/break) 118–19, 299,
310, 371–2, 479
tell (speaking-f/tell and -g/
order) 146, 155–7, 177–9, 235,
371, 454, 456
tell subtype of speaking 147, 149,
155–6, 159, 277, 299, 302
tell—oV (speaking-h/forgive) 159
telling oV 348
temporarily 406, 409
tempt (making) 197, 251
tempter 351
tense 8, 22–4, 43, 45, 209–29, 435, 450
terribly 397, 400, 414–28
terrify (annoying) 164–9
thank (speaking-h/forgive) 159
thankful (about) (human propensity/
happy) 85
that, functions of 40, 71
see also complement clauses;
omission; relative pronouns
that, see complement clauses
then (adverb) 406, 409–10
then (coordinator) 410
there 17, 401, 411
therefore 68, 390
therein 411
theta-roles 18
they, as singular human pronoun 20–2
thickly 414–16
thin (dimension) 84
think (of/about/over) (thinking-a/think
and corporeal) 139–44, 147–8,
236, 295, 307–8, 323–4, 330, 343,
441
complement clauses 240, 253, 256,
272–4
corporeal sense 124–5, 307
have a 67, 460, 464, 469, 474
think subtype of thinking 139–44,
273
thinker 334, 350
thinking verb type 14, 139–44, 192,
227, 232, 306, 308, 381, 453–5, 461,
481
complement clauses 142–4, 240, 253,
272–4
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thinking verb type (cont.)
direct speech 146–7, 159
in parentheticals 236
nominalisations 350
thinly 381, 416
Thompson, S. A. 110, 285, 315, 374
thou 8
thought 323–4, 330, 332, 343, 350, 464
Thought role 139–43, 288, 453–5
threaten (speaking-d/report) 152–4,
276
throw (motion-f/throw) 102, 108–9,
122, 302, 304, 307, 323–4, 339, 348,
452, 478
throw subtype of motion 108–9, 119,
478
thunder (weather) 127, 288, 325
thunderstorm 349
tie (affect-g/build) 117, 452, 460
tie—in with (happening) 170, 370
till 67
time (comparing) 170
time noun subtype 82
time adverbs 30–2, 54, 56, 212–15, 380,
392, 405–13
timer 350
Timer role 100, 195, 264
-tion suYx 340–1
tip (giving) 120–2, 330, 332
tip (over) (motion-g/drop) 109
tipper 334
tire (annoying) 164, 281, 454, 467
to be, see omission
to, see complement clauses
to, see omission
today 406–7
together 66
tomorrow 406–7
too 402–3, 415, 422, 426
topic 356
Tottie, G. 445
touch (affect-a/touch) 65, 112
touch subtype of affect 112, 478
tough (difficulty) 84, 86, 90
toughly 416
track (motion-d/follow) 107, 332–3,
339, 477
trade (giving) 66, 122
transitive, see transitivity
transitivity 12, 286–317
dual 305–17
translate (speaking-c/shout) 151, 457
transpire (happening) 170
transport (motion-e/carry) 108, 452
transporter 337, 348
trap (rest-e/hold) 108, 323, 332, 339
travel (motion-b/arrive) 104–5, 290
trick (annoying) 164
trier 351
trip (motion-g/drop) 109, 287, 310–12
trot (motion-a/run) 103–4, 309
trouble (annoying) 164, 169
Trudgill, P. 206
true (qualification/definite) 84, 237,
282
truly 377–9, 386, 396–9, 404, 415,
418–20, 423, 426–30
trust (liking) 290
try (trying) 183–6, 308, 349, 351, 367,
482
complement clauses 183–6, 255,
261–3
double -ing 74
test for control 279, 288
try out (trying) 185
trying verb type 74, 98, 183–6, 263,
325, 366–7
tug (motion-f/throw) 108
Turkish 59
turn on 345
turn 29, 103, 354
turner upper 346
twist (affect-f/stretch) 116
types, see semantic types
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ugly (physical property/
corporeal) 84
‘unaccusative’ 315–16
uncertain 240
uncertainly 404
uncommonly 404
uncover (affect-e/wrap) 116
undergo (happening) 170, 284
undergoer 350
underlying forms 14, 98–100
understand (thinking-e/know) 140–4,
236, 252, 256, 273, 308, 369
undertake (speaking-d/report) 140,
152–3, 236, 244, 276–7
undress (affect-e/wrap) 116
‘unergative’ 315–16
Unit-nom (nominalisation) 322–7,
339–51, 463
of phrasal verbs 246–8
unless 68
unlike (similarity) 85, 170, 283, 421
unlikely 421
unluckily 417
unlucky 417
un- preWx
with adjectives 6, 86, 167–8
with verbs 6, 116, 167
unroof (affect-e/wrap) 116
unsure (of/about) (human propensity/
unsure) 85, 89, 240, 281
unsure subtype of human
propensity 85, 89–90, 281
until 67
unusual (qualification/usual) 87
unwrap (affect-e/wrap) 116
up 380
upset
(annoying) 164, 169
(motion-g/drop) 109, 310
upstairs 411
upwards 411
-ure suYx 343
urge (speaking-g/order) 157, 239–40,
249, 277
urinate (corporeal) 483
Urmson, J. O. 285
use (using) 71, 129, 339, 349, 480
used to (modal) 176, 261
user 349
using verb type 129, 349, 453, 480
usual (qualification/usual) 84, 383
usual subtype of qualification 84,
88, 332
usually 383, 403, 424, 426, 442
Uto-Aztecan 374
utter (speaking-c/shout) 151, 341
utterance 341–2, 350
V manner adverb position 386–9
value (liking) 160, 280
value adjective type (and derived
adverbs) 84–7, 90–1, 229
adverbs 381–3, 472
complement clauses 87, 237, 281–2
in promotion to subject 60–1, 449–51
with seem 101, 139, 203
Van der Gaaf, W. 374
Van Ek, J. A. 136
Van Valin, R. D. 130
vaporise (affect-f/stretch) 116
veil (affect-e/wrap) 115, 339, 349
Vendler, Z. 285
venture (daring) 187, 264, 351
venturer 351
verb 8–13, 22–4, 209–10
symmetric 361
see also derivations; phrasal verbs;
Primary verbs; Secondary verbs;
tense
verb-particle combination, see phrasal
verbs
verb phrase 5, 22–3
verb phrase complement 285
very 167, 397, 400, 414–15, 419, 422–8
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very much 393, 414–15, 425
view (attention-f/look) 133–4, 331
violence 341
violent 341
violet (colour) 85
visit (motion-b/arrive and attention-
f/look) 104, 133, 456, 461
Vissler, Th. 483
volition adjective type 84–7, 382,
403–4
vomit (corporeal) 124–5, 349
vote ( for/on) (deciding-b/
choose) 144–6
VP, see verb phrase
wait ( for) (wanting) 188–95, 266
wake(n) (corporeal) 125, 308–9, 452,
480
walk (motion-a/run) 67, 103, 300–3,
309, 312–13, 452, 459–77
want (wanting) 96, 100–1, 188–96,
228, 290–2, 308
complement clauses 190–6, 240–9,
254, 265–7, 282
omission of following verb 100, 189,
206
wanting verb type 14, 85, 100, 144,
188–96, 228, 232, 236, 325
complement clauses 190–4, 247,
264–7, 282, 368
in parentheticals 236–7
passive 364–5, 368
Warao 95
warble (speaking-c/shout) 151
warm (up) (affect-f/stretch) 116, 313,
383, 415, 472
warmly 86, 381, 383, 414–16, 429
warn (speaking-g/order) 157, 236, 247
wash (affect-d/rub) 64, 114, 177,
447–9
wash up 345
washer upper 338, 345
waste (using) 129
watch (attention-g/watch) 132–8,
252–3, 272, 453, 480
watch subtype of attention 133–8,
480–1
watcher 349
water (motion-f/throw) 108
wave (motion-a/run) 103, 468
wear (using) 129, 450, 453
weather noun type 82, 109
weather verb type 127, 306, 330, 349,
480
weave (affect-g/build) 117, 177
weekly 406–8
weep (corporeal) 125
weigh (comparing) 170, 362
weigher 350
welcome (speaking-h/forgive) 159
well (adverb relating to good) 382–3,
386, 394, 414, 417, 419, 425, 447–57
well (physical property/
corporeal) 84, 190
West, M. 13
wh-, see complement clauses
what (modiWer) 401
wheeze (corporeal) 125
whether 38, 42–3, 256
see also wh- words
while 67–9
whip (affect-b/hit) 112–13, 304, 321,
326, 478
whipping 321–2, 326
whistle (speaking-c/shout) 151, 473,
481
white (colour) 84, 385
wh- to, see complement clauses
wh- words
as complementisers 38, 42–3, 190,
256
as interrogatives 42–3, 59
as relative pronouns 31–6, 42–3
functions 42–3
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why 33, 42–3, 256
wicked (value) 92
wide (dimension) 6, 90, 414, 419
widely 414–16, 419
Wierzbicka, A. 77, 180, 285, 483
will (modal) 72–3, 172–6, 206, 213–14,
224–5, 260
willing (human propensity/eager) 85,
89
win (competition) 124, 128–9, 286,
298–9, 301, 349
wink (corporeal) 125–6, 287, 307, 330,
466–8, 471, 475, 480
winner 334
wipe (affect-d/rub) 114–15, 472, 478
wish ( for) (wanting) 188–95, 228,
290–2, 325, 351
complement clauses 188–95, 236,
242, 247–9, 254, 266
withdraw ( from) (social
contract) 129
without 445
witness (attention-e/witness) 132–8,
236, 252, 272, 339, 349, 481
witness subtype of attention
133–8
wonder (at/about) (thinking-c/
ponder) 140–1, 239
word classes 7–9, 81–2
word order 10, 86, 114
also see adverbs, positioning
work (social contract and
using) 129, 286, 309, 312
work—out (thinking-g/solve) 140,
144, 296
worry (annoying) 164–9, 281, 308, 312,
328
worse 425
worsen (verbal correspondent of
adjective bad) 90
worship (liking) 160, 280
worshipper 333, 335, 350
worst 425
would (modal) 172–6, 224–5
wound (corporeal) 127, 328, 339, 349,
463
wrap (affect-e/wrap) 67, 115, 306–7,
452–3
wrap subtype of affect 108, 115–16
wreck (affect-h/break) 118–19
wreckage 349
wrecker 336
wriggle (motion-a/run) 103, 477
write (affect-g/build and speaking-a/
talk) 118, 177, 374
wrong (qualification/correct) 84, 87,
92
wrongly 419–21
-y suYx 342
Yang, L. 358, 374
yawn (corporeal) 67, 125, 306, 330,
480
yearly 407
yesterday 401, 406–7, 427
yet 445
young (age) 84
Yuma 18
Zandvoort, R. W. 445
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